
CHANDRAX-ray Center 60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USAMEMORANDUMDate: November 13, 2003From: Rihard J. EdgarTo: ACIS TeamSubjet: Absolute QE of ACIS S2 and S3 from XRCF data at Oxygen K-� and CopperL-�C: CXC Calibration GroupFile: ACIS_QE_O_S23.texVersion: 0.5
1 AbstratThe absolute quantum eÆieny (QE) of ACIS hips S2 and S3 is derived at 0.525 keV (the oxygen K{�line) and 0.9297 keV (the opper L-� line) from at �eld data taken at the X-Ray Calibration Faility(XRCF). The data were taken in May 1997. Absolute quantum eÆienty is derived by omparing ountrates of the ACIS hips (derived from high-speed tap data) and a Flow Proportional Counter (FPC) inthe subjet line. The FPC in question (fp hn) was alibrated absolutely at the synhrotron at BESSY.The results are these: Oxygen Copperenergy 0.5249 keV 0.9297 keVXRCFQE(S2) 0:228� 0:005 0:558� 0:014QE(S3) 0:615� 0:013 0:841� 0:024S3/S2 2:697� 0:0772 1:508� 0:0577CALDBQE(S2) 0.2120 0.5644QE(S2) 0.5230 0.7861S3/S2 2.467 1.3928XRCF/CALDB 1:093� :0313 1:083� 0:041CALDB/XRCF 0:915� 0:026 0:9234� 0:035ground orretion r=y 0:900� 0:05 0:946� 0:05The sense and size of this orretion is approximately what is needed for onsisteny with gratingmeasurements (Marshall, memo ited in text), and for some of the ACIS imaging mode observationsof lusters of galaxies. The ground orretion r=y in the table is based on memos by Marshall and byButt & Spitzbart, and is explained in the text. It is diretly omparable to the CALDB/XRCF ratiowhih results from this work.
2 Experimental SetupDuring Phase I (as in eye, not Roman Numeral One) at XRCF, starting in early May 1997, the HRMAhad been removed. The ACIS ight amera was plaed at or near the former HRMA foal point, andat-�eld tests were run at a variety of energies used earlier during the HRMA/ACIS alibration.
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ACIS Low Energy QE
The HXDS (HRMA X-ray Detetion System; i.e. ground alibration instruments) equipment inplae inluded four Flow Proportional Counters (FPC) Beam Normalization Detetors (BND) near thefront of the HRMA in the main hamber (the BND-H), and two detetors (one FPC and one high-purityGermanium Solid State Detetor [SSD℄) in Building 500, muh loser to the soure building up the beampipe.Two of the BND detetors (the fp hn, [the north BND-H℄, and the fp 5, the FPC in building 500)were on translation stages, and ould be moved around in the beam to test its uniformity. The formerfp x2, the FPC used at the foal point of the HRMA during the HRMA-only testing (Phases C, D,and E) in De 1996 through February 1997, was plaed in the fp hs (south BND-H) position.Four of the HXDS detetors were alibrated were alibrated absolutely at BESSY in the summerand fall of 1997. These inlude the ssd 5, the ssd x (foal point detetor not used in the at �eld tests),the fp hn and the fp x2 (during Phase I mounted in the fp hs position).Sine for the present analysis we are interested in the absolute low-energy alibration of the ACISight hips, we will use the alibrated HXDS detetors to determine the intensity and uniformity ofthe x-ray beam, and ompare the ount ux of ACIS to the photon ux predited by the simultaneousBND measurements. These should di�er by a fator of the ACIS QE.The soure used for this experiment was the Eletron Impat Point Soure (EIPS), using a SiO2anode mounted on a opper base. The soure high voltage was set to approximately 1.7 keV, to avoidexiting the Si K{� line. The resulting spetrum has been shown by LETG measurements to ontain theOxygen K{� line at 0.525 keV, the Cu L{� omplex near 0.9297 keV, a Bremmsstrahlung ontinuum,and a weak arbon K line whih ACIS annot see. Line energies are taken from Bearden (Rev ModPhys, 39, 78, 1967).Details of the HXDS alibration and beam uniformity test analysis an be found in the SAOreport \XRCF Phase 1 Testing: Analysis Results," dated August 1999, and available on the web:http://hea-www.harvard.edu/MST/simul/xrf/report/index.htmlOf speial interest are hapters 3 (HXDS Flow Proportional Counters) and 24 (EIPS Beam Uniformity).The BND detetors were run ontinuously, and ACIS was run with the High Speed Tap (HST)attahed to �rst one hip and then another. We will look at the S2 and S3 HST data for this initialanalysis. The TRW ID (test identi�er) was hanged whenever the HST was moved to another hip.The HXDS runid also hanged at these times.

3 Analysis Proedure3.1 Preparation of the ACIS dataThe ACIS data were taken by the High Speed Tap, attahed to one hip at a time. The full-framedata resulting from this were stored to disk (in the interests of spae, they are arhived on DLT tapes).Kenny Glotfelty then ran event �nding software on them, produing FITS format event lists. These arestill on the CfA disks, here:/data/ais1/xrf/PHASE I/970509/I-IAS-EA-2.003/data/ais1/xrf/PHASE I/970509/I-IAS-EA-2.004These event lists are not quite in modern Level 0 format, so they were proessed by grading andpulse height summing software (Dan Nguyen's addfltgradeadu2subass program) whih was writtento handle data in this format. In addition, the header keyword ONTIME must be opied to LIVETIME.The iao tool dmextrat an then be used to extrat spetra, either for a whole hip (whih wasdone for S2), or seleted areas (the S3 data were extrated one node at a time). These are made intoxspe-ompatible PHA �les, whih are histograms of number of events vs. pulse height in ADU. 4096
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ACIS Low Energy QE
hannels were used in these extrations.The HXDS instruments produe as raw data produts histogrammed pulse height spetra in ASCII�les. These are summed by a perl sript, sine many iterations were performed during the time thatACIS was exposed in eah ase. The resulting summed spetra were then onverted to minimal FITS�les for �tting in xspe.3.2 I-IAS-EA-2.003: the S2 testFigure 1 shows the JMKmod �t to the S2 full-hip data. Inluded in the model are the oxygen K-� lineat 0.525 keV, the opper L-� line, a Kramer ontinuum model, and the transmission of a beryllium �lterof thikness 2 �m. The model was developed for the HPGe solid state detetors, with gain parametersaltered for ACIS. Thus, instrumental edges will be those of germanium instead of silion. This willimpat ontinuum �ts, but not line intensities, sine we're interested in line ounting rates (detetedounts per seond per area on the hip).The �tting proedure does not involve a response matrix. The need of the xspe software to havesuh a data produt is satis�ed by feeding it a diagonal matrix. The onvolution of soure spetrumwith instrument response is all done within the JMKmod software, whih runs as a model subroutine toxspe.The point of �tting the data with this model is to extrat the ux in the line, by �tting and removingthe ux in the nearby ontinuum. We believe this proedure an be aomplished to an auray oforder 1%, even for muh lower resolution instruments suh as FPCs.Figure 2 shows �ts to the FPC pulse-height spetra of the same test. We will use only the fp hnfor this analysis, sine this ounters was alibrated at BESSY. While the fp x2 was also alibrated atBESSY, the beam uniformity for this anode/�lter ombination was not measured along the line of sightto this detetor. The relative quantum eÆieny of the other FPCs at oxygen was established from thissame at �eld test, so the argument would be irular if we inluded them.Note that while there are systemati residuals in the FPC �ts near the oxygen line, the integral ofthe residuals (in the top, linear, plots) is near zero, so we believe the line ux is estimated aurately.The software does not represent the instrumental line shape in detail.3.3 I-IAS-EA-2.004: the S3 testIn a similar way, Figure 3 shows the results of �tting one of four single-node extrations of the datafrom the S3 hip in test I-IAS-EA-2.004. Sine the gains of the four nodes di�er slightly, we found iteasier to �t single-node spetra than all four nodes ombined.Figure 4 shows the �t to the fp hn data.
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Figure 1: JMKmod �t to full-hip S2 data from I-IAS-EA-2.003
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Figure 2: JMKmod �t to fp hn data from I-IAS-EA-2.003
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Figure 3: JMKmod �t to single-node S31 data from I-IAS-EA-2.004
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Figure 4: JMKmod �t to fp hn data from I-IAS-EA-2.004
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ACIS Low Energy QE
3.4 Beam UniformityAnother systemati e�et may arise due to the non-homogeneity of the x-ray beam. This is ontrolledby mapping the relevant portions of the beam, using one or the other of the travelling BND detetors(the fp hn in the instrument hamber, and the fp 5 in the pipe nearer the soure). The test mostrelevant for this alulation has TRW ID I-BND-BU-2.129. This is the only Beam Uniformity (BU) testdone with the soure in the same on�guration (SiO2 anode with Be �lter and a soure high voltage ofabout 1.7 keV). As it happens, it is nearly ideal for our purposes.One iteration (spetrum with the HXDS equipment) is done with the fp hn along the line of sightbetween the soure and eah of the ten ACIS hips, and one �nal iteration is done with the fp hn inthe parked position. If one were ordering a better test, one would also like a measurement at the fp x2(i.e. fp hs) position, sine that detetor also has an absolute QE alibration.We analyze the spetrum for eah iteration for eah of two detetors: fp hn and fp 5. The fp 5ux is used to ontrol for (possible) time-dependene of the soure strength, while the fp hn is movedaround as spei�ed above.The BU fator is de�ned to be the ratio of ount uxes Chn=C5. The absolute sale of these ratiosis unimportant, as geometrial fators will anel, sine only ratios of these BU fators appear in the�nal produt.In the event, we �nd that this test shows the beam is (within about 1% error bars) at. The RMSdeviation between iterations is essentially the same as the random errors in eah.
4 ResultsWe proeed to give the results. Let the ountrate for a detetor be Cdet in units of ts s�1. Eahdetetor has an area, Adet in m2, a soure distane ddet in m. In addition, eah detetor has anenergy-dependent quantum eÆieny, QEdet, whih I �nd it useful to think of in units of ts photon�1.For the BND detetors, these are taken from the BESSY alibration, as reported in table 3.10 of theMST report XRCF Phase 1 Testing: Analysis Results. The QE of the ACIS hips is, of ourse, the goalof the present analysis. Furthermore, there is a beam uniformity orretion for eah detetor position,BUdet.For eah detetor then, the soure luminosity is given by:S = CdetAdetQEdet � d2detBUdetSine all detetors are looking at the same soure at the same time, S is independent of the detetor.Setting the two measurements of S equal, and solving for QEACIS , we obtain:QEACIS = QEhn � CACISChn � AhnAACIS � BUACISBUhn � d2ACISd2hnThe ACIS area is taken from the POG, version 5.0, table 6.1, whih gives the pixel size as 24.0mirons. This is for the ight temperature, �120ÆC, while the XRCF measurements were done at�110ÆC. I neglet the thermal expansion. Eah node is 256 � 1024 pixels, minus the edge rows andolumns. This gives a total of 259,488 pixels, for a total area of 1:4952 m2 per node, or 5:9809 m2 fora whole hip.We give ontributing quantities and �nal results in tables 1 and 2. We also plot the CALBD QEurves for both S2 and S3, and our derived results in Fig 5.One possible systemati e�et we have negleted here onerns the �nite width of uoresent lines ineletron impat soures, espeially for low{Z elements suh as oxygen. However, the LETG alibration8 / 12



ACIS Low Energy QE
Field S2 S3 unitsTRW ID I�IAS�EA�2.003 I�IAS�EA�2.004 ...energy 0.5249 0.5249 keVC hn 138.4 137.0 ts s�2err C hn .4282 0.28 ts s�2ap area hn 32.24 32.24 m2ap hn err 0.16 0.16 m2d fator hn .9503 .9503 ...QE hn 0.2251 0.2251 ...QE hn err 0.0018 0.0018 ...F hn 18.12 17.94 ph m�2 s�2err F hn 0.35 0.37 ph m�2 s�2C ais 24.70 65.95 ts s�2err C ais .11 .11 ts s�2BU 0.1224 0.1206 ...BU err 0.0012 0.0016 ...BU hn 0.1210 0.1210 ...BU hn err 0.0016 0.0016 ...QE aldb 0.2120 0.5230 ...QE ais 0.2279 0.6147 ...QE err 0.0045 0.0128 ...Table 1: Raw and derived quantities leading to the omputation of the ACIS S2 and S3 QE at oxygenK{�.

inluded a measurement of the width of this line under slightly di�erent irumstanes (�lter, highvoltage) from this same soure. They �nd that the ux in the line is down by more than two orders ofmagnitude before we get to the energy where the resonant absorption in the �lter (and oxide layer onthe CCD) our near 0.53 keV. We therefore believe we are justi�ed in negleting this e�et.
5 Plaing these results in ontextBased on observations with ACIS and both of the gratings (LETG and HETG), Herman Marshallhas put together a memo, \Preliminary Results Conerning Calibration of the Chandra LETG/ACISE�etive Area," dated may 13, 2002, and available here:http://spae.mit.edu/ASC/alib/letg ais/letg ais al.ps.gzIn this memo he ompares lines observed with the gratings in positive and negative orders, andderives ratios of the QE for FI and BI hips. He �nds that, while FI/FI ratios and BI/BI ratios areall onsistent with unity, a (wavelength dependent) orretion of -10{15% is required to the FI/BI QEratio, as ompared to the CALDB QE numbers.This orretion is partly due to an unmodeled e�et of osmi rays on the quantum eÆieny. YousafButt and Brad Spitzbart have released a memo \ACIS Cosmi Ray Indued Dead Area," available here(on the internal CfA HEAD network):/data/ais28/ybutt/CR DEAD/CR DEAD memo1.pdfThe e�et is that osmi ray hits on the FI hips tend to make large blooms, involving typially 500pixels above the split threshold. Any event landing on or ajaent to these blooms will be misgraded bythe ight software, and either disarded on board or negleted in analysis. This represents a derement
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ACIS Low Energy QE
Field S2 S3 unitsTRW ID I�IAS�EA�2.003 I�IAS�EA�2.004 ...energy 0.9297 0.9297 keVC hn 64.73 65.8489 ts s�2err C hn .7994 0.1788 ts s�2ap area hn 32.24 32.24 m2ap hn err 0.16 0.16 m2d fator hn .9503 .9503 ...QE hn 0.5925 0.5925 ...QE hn err 0.0054 0.0054 ...F hn 3.22 3.28 ph m�2 s�2err F hn 0.07 0.06 ph m�2 s�2C ais 10.7420 16.4819 ts s�2err C ais .1144 .348 ts s�2BU 0.1216 0.1164 ...BU err 0.0012 0.0012 ...BU hn 0.1148 0.1148 ...BU hn err 0.0015 0.0015 ...QE aldb 0.5644 0.7861 ...QE ais 0.5577 0.8412 ...QE err 0.0141 0.0242 ...Table 2: Raw and derived quantities leading to the omputation of the ACIS S2 and S3 QE at opperL{�.to the quantum eÆieny. The e�et is estimated at 3:68 � 0:21% for grade 0 events on the FI hips.It should be very nearly energy independent, and, it is thought, of similar magnitude for other \good"grade events.The analysis has not been arried out for BI hips, though a visual inspetion of raw-mode framesindiates the e�et is approximately an order of magnitude less than for the FI hips, � 0:29%. Weneglet this e�et for BI hips in the following analysis.Clearly this orretion would apply only to ight data.Marshall de�nes a orretion fatorr(�) � (QEFI=QEBI)true(QEFI=QEBI)aldbwhih he derives from ight data. Sine he is omparing to FI hips a�eted by the osmi ray bloome�et, this fator r already ontains a fator of y � 1� 0:0368.The appropriate orretion for ground-based data (whih su�ers muh less from osmi ray blooms)would then be r=y if applied to a FI hip, or y=r if applied to a BI hip. Sine the above results showthat the QE of the BI hips seems to be underestimated, we apply this orretion to the S3 QE urve,for omparison. Note that the fator r is typially known only to an auray of about �5% (and worseat longer wavelengths).If we take the above de�nition of r, and presume that (QEFI)true = y (QEFI)aldb, it follows that(QEBI)true = y=r (QEBI)aldb:The results are plotted in Fig. 6. As an be seen, the measured QE values at Cu L{� are onsistentwith the notion that the CALDB is orret for S2 and underestimated by fator y=r for S3. At O K{�,10 / 12
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Figure 5: Derived QE of S3 and S2 at oxygen K{� and opper L{�. Also plotted are the releasedCALDB produts from �le aisD1997 04 17qeN0003.fits
the situation is a bit more murky. It looks as if both QE measurements may be a bit high relative tothe above senario. We will examine our analysis for other systemati e�ets.It also seems lear that the empirial r orretion urve from Marshall should be revisited fromphysial reasoning, now that we know where to look. In partiular, the extrapolation to low energyis diÆult due to the quality of the available data. The ratio r is onsistent (within large error bars)with unity at low energies (long wavelengths), but this may not in fat be an aurate representationof the instrument response. A reent LETG-ACIS observation of Mrk 421 in outburst may provide theapability to extend the measurement of r to lower energies with greater on�dene.The onlusion to be drawn would seem to be that the ight FI QE should be deremented by fatory = 0:9632, and the ight BI QE should be inreased by a fator onsistent with y=r.
6 Future WorkThere exist at�eld measurements using an iron anode that produe a omples of iron L lines (plusoxygen K). Analysis of these data will be ompliated by the presene of at least 3 lines in the spetrum,whih annot be resolved by the FPC detetors. However, if approximate ratios an be �xed from gratingdata, or from the ACIS data themselves, a reasonable estimate of the ACIS QE an be derived at thisenergy (0.706 keV).Analysis of some higher energy data, to show that the orretion r goes to y at high energies, asrequired by luster data, would also be useful.In addition, we have data on the BI hips only at arbon K{�, whih will be useful in the extrapo-lation of the QE urve to the lowest ACIS energies.
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Figure 6: Derived QE of S3 and S2 at oxygen K{� and opper L{�. Also plotted are the releasedCALDB produts from �le aisD1997 04 17qeN0003.fits, and the orreted S3 quantum eÆenyurve, y=r QES3 The orretion fators are r, Marshall's empirial grating orretion, and y, the ightFI derement due to osmi ray dead area (see text).
The model QE of the ACIS hips and/or the OBF an then be re-�t using these absolute measure-ments as onstraints.There are also high-speed tap data for other hips at these same energies, so that the I-array hipsan be heked. This will also allow omparison of the model x-ray transmissions of the two optialbloking �lters (on the I- and S-array).
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